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Term 2, Week 9 – Part 1
22nd June 2020

Educational, Caring, Family Focused
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO SUPPORT
GARDEN AND MOWING ROSTER

Thank you, Sam and Sally Stockwell for caring
for our gardens and chickens over the
weekend.
The garden is a vital part of our learning
environment. The garden maintenance is an
ongoing commitment to valuing the
importance of young children learning, and
education & care.

Thank you to all the families who
have volunteered for the 2020 Lawn
Mowing and Garden Roster. If you
can help, we would sincerely
appreciate your time.
Return to Term 2
Wk9: 27th/28th June –
Wk10: We may not need a volunteer this week due to the
colder weather.
Return to Term 3
Weekend before we return to T3: 18th/19th July–Min Hamilton
Wk1: 25th/26th July Wk2: 1st/2nd August - Peter Ingall
Wk3: 8th/9th August –
Wk4: 15th/16th August – Katie Duncan
Wk5: 22nd/23rd August – Jenna and Chris Wilson
Wk6: 29th/30th August – Lee and Krystal Kelly
Wk7: 5th/6th September –
Wk8: 12th/13th September – Brooke and Andrew Stevenson
Wk9: 19th/20th September – Sam and Sally Stockwell
Wk10: 26th/27th September
Return to Term 4
Weekend before we return to T4: 10th/11th October – Min
Hamilton

Fundraiser Pie Drive
Orders Due: Friday 24th July 2020
Thank you for being an th
active part of our
Delivery: Friday 7 August 2020
preschool community. To all the families who
Week
3, Term
volunteer for
our lawn
mowing3.and garden
roster. Your time is honestly appreciated.

Thank you for your support.

Last Day of Term 2, 2020
Friday 3rd July
First Day Term 3, 2020
Monday 20th July

Goodbyes
This week we sadly say
goodbye to Sarah and Alice.
Sarah, Alice, Mac and Bill are
moving interstate. We wish
you all the very best in your
new adventures.
😊😊😊😊
Goodbye
Alice

Goodbye
Sarah

An Old Classic - A wild chase that takes the
Queen, the King, the Admiral, the Captain, the
General, the Sergeant and even the little dog
through the night.
A night-time romp, first published in Australia,
from the author/illustrator of Who Sank the
Boat? and Bertie and the Bear. The infant
daughter of the King and Queen makes a wish
and is whisked away by her toy-turned-real lion;
her family pursues them over mountains,
through fields, and across the sea. As morning
nears, they grow tired, so the lion invites them
all back to the castle for breakfast. Afterwards,
"because it was morning, the lion just
disappeared." Allen's funny drawings, full of
lovable characters and amusing details - the
pursuers, in striped pyjamas, are deployed
across the double spreads in a series of
rhythmical dances to echo the wonderfully
cadenced text. The dream-adventure makes the
night exciting but leaves baby safe and sound
when the sun rises, in this fantasy that begs to
be shared aloud. (Kirkus Reviews)

The making of homemade/preschool-made percussion instruments
was inspired by Sam’s homemade guitar.

There are many types of music, one of which is hand
percussion. It is the music produced by hitting, beating,
shaking, rubbing, vibrating with a tool, and using empty
hands. Many people love to play with instruments. They can
be played by anyone regardless of age and musical training.
In every type of music, percussion plays an important role.
In marching band shows, percussion is used as a tempo
keeper, and a beat that allows players to run simultaneously
and in the same rhythm and speed. In classical jazz, listeners
can immediately distinguish the type of rhythm from hi-hat
or cymbal sound when the word “swing” is pronounced. In
the more popular musical culture, it is almost impossible to
name three or more rhythms of rock, hip-hop, rap, funk or
even soul music because the percussion patterns do not
have the same beat. (Drum Factory)

Shhh, creating a farewell card for Sarah and Alice.

Filtered winter sun, a crisp winters morning, the sound of children
playing, raw natural material at hand and space are idyllic creating
conditions to form ephemeral art sculptures. This form of sculpture
was pioneered by British artist, photographer and environmentalist
Andy Goldsworthy. Ephemeral Art is made with natural materials that
are at hand. Our preschool artists construct their sculptures
anonymously and then walks away to leave the piece to be discovered.
Part of the appeal of Ephemeral Art is that the viewer accidentally
stumbles upon the Art, and is left to wonder who made it, and why.

To create our skeleton, our preschool artists work with leaves, pinecones, sticks and stones,
among other built objects. These are carefully arranged to represent a familiar form or a new
interest-based form. At preschool, our Ephemeral works are assembled both outside and inside.
Why not bring the natural environment inside. Why not mix natural with well used built materials.

We are collaboratively creating
a 3D skeleton sculpture.
What does collaborative
creating involve?
Turn-taking, manipulation,
imagination, using a variety of
materials, problem solving,
improvisation, spatial
awareness, sharing of materials,
strengthening of motor skills
and a sense of pride.

The skeleton sculpture is composed of materials found in the location where the sculpture is
made. Baskets of natural materials collected and displayed to be used and reused to create
and for many other uses.

Some of
dem bones

Opportunities for learning with bridge building.
1. Intentional problem-solving - We had a task set, and we had to construct.
We had to consider the strength and robustness of the structure.
2. Imagination – Collaboration needed to follow the plan of the picture.
3. Self-Expression – we needed to decide from looking at a variety of bridges on the
Pro-Wise which bridge we would like to represent, and the materials required.
4. Mathematics - Concepts skills, for example, the length and distance span between the
chairs. The comparison of the picture of the bridge and our structure. The design and
measurement of the blocks, choice of a larger block or two smaller blocks to create a
bricklaying bond pattern. The symmetry of the bridge where the pylon structures
placed would benefit the strength and the balance of the bridge.
5. Continuity and persistence – Estimation engages spacial awareness; symmetry
involves motor skills and ordering of blocks connects number and patterning.
6. Creativity – blocks are loose parts, endless uses, for example, they are designed and
constructed, deconstructed, and reconstructed.
7. Creativity - Constructing individual designs with loose parts using another construction
medium. The high rise towers that surround the bridge.
Representation drawings of our towers.
8. Science – the construction offered opportunities for us to test our hypothesis and
challenge the scientific rules of thinking and reasoning.
9. Self-esteem – discovering that we all had and have ideas. Collaboratively we can share
and bring our ideas to life, creating something unique with representation.
10. Social and emotional growth – constructing together, we needed to take turns and
share materials, and cooperate with others. To work together, we had to pay attention
to each other what we were doing and challenge not only our planning skills but our
motor planning skills.
11. Development in all areas – As highlighted above, our construction project shared
opportunities to develop our fine and gross motor skills. Our individual and group
problem-solving skills. Our mathematics skills and the use of technology for
information gathering. But also, our language and literacy skills. And constructing our
representation of the bridge shared a combined feeling of success.
Yeah, it is standing!

Loose parts and construction are
just as important learning tools as
enjoying exploring with our senses.

We all have green noses, it’s your turn now Cooper!

How does it feel?
What does it look like?
Does it make a sound?

There is nothing
more contagious
than the smiles
and laughter of
young children.
It doesn't even
have to matter
what they're
laughing and
excited about.

Dear Families if you have any spare
preschool hats at home, please return. We
are desperate. We have hardly any spare
hats left at preschool. Thank you!
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Draw a dotted line from
the red rectangle to the
blue square
Draw a straight line
from the yellow circle to
the green triangle.
Draw a zig zag line from
the green triangle to the
red rectangle.
Draw a wiggly line from
the yellow circle to the
red rectangle.
Draw a wavy line from
the yellow circle to the
blue square.

